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Abstract: In this article we will definite development and its purposes and also introduce main elements of national development. Not with standing, desire of personal and social of grow and develop is one of the common trait in each society, but ideal and extremity in each of them are completely different .However nowadays the meaning of growing and developing is economic in special scales for welfare in country. As a result welfare wont come off, unless with designing and performing in all aspects development with realization of social justice in society and however performing of social justice will bring economic welfare with it self. Although movement of national development has humanity, economical, culture, social and political. Aspects, but, human is main care and pivot in different prospects, and until human doesn’t get a minimum of development disillusion, exploit of other aspects of development isn’t possible. Development of human being is like a bridge for escape of a bulic to animus, disorder to order, division to unity, and insecurity to security; Under employment to improve working, move to community. For resistant expansion we introduce five pillars as columns of nationality development in this article and also them roles in national development in this process. Educational system, Researching system, management system, value system. National security system. Also the process of development needs some devices as connections, transportation, and energy.
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INTRODUCTION

Today world with different socials and various cultures has some pool specifics. Tendency to improve, personal and national development and different kinds of these pool specifics in societies. Nowadays this kind of tendency is represented as a national and personal essential which it is no need to ratiocinate. About development subject have been spoken very much especially after world war[2].Subject of development have been focus especially in third world countries. Poverty is only pool aspect among third world countries and makes universal justice meaningless. The medium per capita in come of more them three millpond people of third world is less than 800 dollars. Whereas this digit in united state is more than 1800 dollars. This poorness and poverty has very reasons. But the biggest internal reason is that they don’t find out the idea way of utilization from their many sources of natural and humanity. Nowadays more those one third of third world people live under the poverty line.

Forty five percent of people who live in the city and eighty five percent of people in rural don’t have suitable lodge. Every day thirty thousand of them die by polluted water and lack of hygienic and medium of length of life is less them fifty years, whereas in united state, is more than seventy. All these factors that were mentioned, And other factors come to gather and refuse the political legitimacy of third world government. Because political legitimacy without economic development is fragile and makes a condition for destroy personal identify, culture, religion and nationality Emam Ali said: it is never that poverty becomes infidelity [1], Whit all these things “hope” to the future is a big capital that most of people in these countries have with their selves. Value of each nation is referee to its aspiration, desire and magnanimity. National enthusiasm, intact opinion and compassionately special by elite announce a light future. Wisdom and opinion in this nation are main capital. Along side of this opinion that must be attended by governors is that they shouldn’t miss opportunities. Because missing of time has no fruit of sadness and hopelessness. Today is sometimes called age of speed. Hesitancy in today has remorse and harm for the future. Regarding and strategy in development are very
important topics. Fundamentally victory is in farsightedness and applying suitable decisions. In this article after represent same definitions about development and humanity improvement, we will discuss about five important and strategic of development, education, management and administrative, National security, researching and system of value.

METHODS

Although today speak about development and advance has meaning about economic development with special factors. But with special attention we can realize that purpose of development is welfare of country's people. Welfare won't reach unless in performing of all aspects development. And also developing is under lined in social justice and social justice was born by value's system, as a result social justice brings welfare with its self not conversely. Development has different aspects. Development in addition to make better the measure of production and earn, it changes basically in social and ministerial foundation that it even comprises customs, habits and opinions of people [2], professor Jerrold mayor believes economic development is a process that it causes to improve the general earn of country during a long time [3], Michel Tudor believes development is a process with different aspects that it needs to fundamental changes in social, people's ideas and national structures and also it is a cause to acceleration of economical expand and a reduction for inequality and extirpate the absolute poverty [4]. But we must accept that development is a multidimensional process and dimensions mean elements and a factor of multidimensional concept has important role indeterminate the strategies in development. Researchers represent some diminutions in study and research around development to make it easier; Quality-Quantity, objective- subjective, operative- visionary, humanity, economically, sociality, culturally and politically. Flatly the researchers and the intelligentsias of management represent a new concept and diminution of development that it is called strategic. In this diminution plan of development in country are management, direction, planning, control, finding of aim, identification of situation, benefits and losses. Regarding that the concept of development is a general and it is changeable and applicable to different phenomena in different conditions.

As a result development is actually optimization in usage of social human and physical power [5].

Logic and idea of development

Logic id a device from law and rule that applying and using of that makes the mind out from mistake of thinking [6]. So benefit of logic is to take mind out of mistake of thinking. Fundamentally important and sensitive topics vital plans need to protect and immunity in the organization and in country. However the level of importance is higher it needs move protection. Development plan in each country (especially in third world countries) is vital because many human, economical and cultural capitals are being, spent for production it. If this vital program don’t be in security from insides and out side. Political vital and political legitimacy of that country are in serious dangerous. Consequence inside self- defence of country's development plan will be represented by exciting of true logic. Logic has an important role to formulation of plan. In performance works as a director likewise. Think is a mental category thinking process does in that. Thinking means to connect some evident together for reading a new evident and alternant an unbeknown to an evident. Mentality is a production of human thinking. Forgetting a perfect and whole Mentality the under the control of logic. So first step for producing a develop plan of country, existence of whole perfect Mentality is essential and for getting it needs a mentality control system of logic. Actually the movement of mentality for ordering the knowledge and discovery of unknowns will have been become true; it is called system of thought. Order is missed and put them as a foundation for discovery of a new substance. In generally developments logic should have two fundamental traits:
1. Valid and correct stuff material and tools.
2. Order this material and stuff together correctly.

Today world tries to look at phenomena scientifically and rationality. One the most important point in plans development argument must be regarded the usage of scientist's process in designing of development mentality for solving problems. Iranian original is very famous in personal, historical and cultural aspects in side and side of country, something that other third countries don’t have them. Government attention to the people's problems will be represented by government ideas. Nation and government are thinking to satiate their people as eating for living; they never will have been developed. Value of each government and its nation is in their thought and volition. A proverb said as you think you will be same. The mystery of all develop, retrocession and lag is in mentality. The intellectual movement of nation and foresight are first element of movement in development. In develop mentality especially in multidimensional develop, regarding to main and real variants out preconception and repression has an important vole. These variants are employment, unemployment, education and research and education system and research, administrative system and management rate of population growth, level of literacy and cultural poverty. Another important feature that develop mentality must come from it is permanency of develop permanent of develop is a search of economic develop path to prepare today generation needs. Without hazarding future generation
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ability for getting our needs. So it requires to providence and resurrects scarce sources and wisdom for using of sources. Summarily for creating [7] and protecting of one develops correctly and logically following ploys are essential:
1. Using of material, stuff and mental tools, physical, cultural, ad ministerial and correct education.
2. Order the prosperous stuffs correctly.
3. Avoid to copy without study from another countries.
4. Shelfe preconception and accept criticism.
5. Practical and rational encounter with problems.
6. Pay attention to order and importance of primacy or regency of each program.
7. Prospect and runaway from crisis’s successfully that may be happen in each development plan.
8. Pay attention to environment condition and peoples culture and religion value. In society.

The national development movement in IRAN comes some purposes like humanity, economical cultural, social and political. The process of getting knowledge exist many ways. It is no doubt that people must have been known for doing something specially important and main works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of way</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Sores and steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods is used for Representing in formation</td>
<td>Study of concepts realities , skills and knowledge about work without practice and experience</td>
<td>Speech ,seminar classroom, distance education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking in special material , van grade role practice in job , management</td>
<td>Put the trainee in same situation for preparation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps : 1- perpetrate Trainee 2- Showing the do work condition 3- do something experimentally 4- Pursuit ways 1- Circle of work 2- Workshop education 3- Preceptor ship 4- Provisional deputy 5- teacher – student</td>
<td>Do work training that is the best way to study knowledge and tact skill that it will be studied in short time</td>
<td>Training work ways</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lack of attention to human development and merely attend to the economy in a capitalism system causes to downfall slowly and sometimes in appreciative. So in this direction there are five important order and strategic will be discussed, research, education, management, national security, value system that they are five pillars of development.

**Education system**

It is no doubt that people must have been known for doing something specially important and main works.

For getting more knowledge exist many ways. The process of getting knowledge is called education that some of them are represented in below [8].
Development according our idea have to base human divine mettle to form eminence way and human evolution. In the east world because of different reasons and also bad experiences of west world base on development and improvement is not in all aspects, make equivalent development and improvement is an important assignment of education system and elites. In our culture instruction is synonymous with education these word in our religion and culture have special situation personally. On of the most important pillars, especially after industry revolution is education and education system. We reminded in port of development mentality that primary factor and fundamentally element require for developing is development mentality and it isn't possible just by education. Instruction that apply in education system is very effected by education system efficiency. So we must very careful in design of education system. This must design by requirements, and appoint instructional needs and must have been done scientific. Experiences show imitation of west countries education system weren't suitable in third world countries especially in Islamic countries. When there are doubts in foreign methods the importance of review and revise and modernism is necessary. As a result solstice in education system must be done in two aspects, first materials and subjects of education and education method: IVAN ILICH, a west intellectual in this way, said: for getting all importances of instruction and school we must consider it in religion and ideology that is governing at today world. This sentence expresses that west people also consider education ideological and, religiosity. Mentionable subject for designing on efficient education system is that this order and institutions shouldn't create new requests and also there is a concept and expect of instruction more than west and east in our political, social system. Our expectation of popular education system is to instruct experts, sympathetic and loyal people.

**Researching system**

For Science and technology are two products of research [9]. In other hand, science and technology have no deniable role in economical, social, industrial and sceptical development. A successful program will be activated when two important pants, science and technology support them and they won't be just by research today two words of research and improvement become very nearly and usually they are used together. Because scientific and intellectual base of improvement is research. Research also is slave of each country's research system like education. Lack of research system in country begets irrecoverable disservice. Nowadays we have education system, administration system, financial system and etc. But unfortunately we don't have a unity of researching system. Although today we have researching activity in our organization and offices in different ways. Attention to regard some point s about designing of researching system that we will mention to them in below:

1- Appoint precedence's in subjects of researches and attention to improve of country plan.
2- Consonance and harmony with education system administration system and financial system.
3- Enjoy budget and enough possibilities.
4- Detach experts to the developed countries for retraining and new educating for short period.
5- Invite researchers for getting their knowledge and experiences.
6- Commitment to cooperate all organizations with researchers and represent statistics and information. Fortunately when we were writing this article we had hoped to create a research system it handles ass production of this system. Also it is a proper expect.

**Management and Administration system**

Administrations are sample of whole society that they have near relation ship with social, political, juridical, ideological and economical structures. So considering of relation of relationships among administration system and other social structures is very essential. Because each activities are very effective for improving administration. And it has relationship with political, economical and social orders. When we are talking about improvement, growth and development at the first we must be sure has administration order necessary improvement, growth and development or not? Because administration order has responsibility of economic social and cultural development and improvement in our country all believe. Administration service hasn't necessary function and efficiency for applying opinions and all aspects development. So inside and with changing in education system, variation and recover in country's order and function is very essential. We will mention to some reason of country's administration system in below.

1- Centralize options and nonentity of resignation to the centre of provinces and organizations.
2- Lack of control system and supervision and lack of popular partnership.
3- Lack of ability in product and represent statistic and information that they are base of planning.
4- Having a least amount of exploitation among three divisions, agree culture, industry and administration in country.
5- Elaboration in strategies and wide mass of operation.
6- Des pair of administration system.
7- Lack of specialized government and seniority system.
8- Lack of logic process for making decision to solve problems.
9- Mushroom growth and become massive inordinate.
The management is one of the most important problems in administration system in country nowadays management is a dilemma and quandary in country’s administration system. This secondary system (management) is a pillar in administration system and it is a head in this system. Management directs system of administration in country. Nowadays experts in each country believe that if we solve the deficiency of management another problems and lags will be solve management potential has societal and rational mister is and secrets, that it has an effect on legitimating system in country experiences show that management and mentality elements can replace with many of apparatus and sources. The countries like china and India are sample oh this claim. For example India produces enough food for nourishing more than 800 million people and it has some of export. But we couldn’t produce wheat for 60 million in inside of country yet.

Basically management can be a pro plant for developing itself. Variation and revolution is very essential in management specially in making decision and. Planning. So it is necessary to use in administration system planning and management some instances below.

1. Considering to preferences of management and administration in development planning.
2. Recognition gorges and problems in administration system contemporary.
3. Jamming the sufficiency for choosing and appointing.
4. Regarding the define of scientific management.
5. Considering to the public culture.
7. Regarding the seniority and proficiency.
8. Having an evaluation system for personnel and their function.
9. Having a measuring system and analyze.
10. Having a candid salary system
11. Designing an encouragement and punishment system.
12. Using of modern technology and equipment with in necessity.
13. Regarding to the two elements of training and research.

In the end of this chapter we will enumerate some differences between developed social and undeveloped societies of administration system that they have been said by robbed ward and Dan covered ran to.

1. Having a quite proficiently system.
2. Existence of real unity and mixture in structure the logic process against political decisions.
3. Conquer the logic process against political decisions.

4. The wide and varied massive of politician and administration decisions.
5. Existence of effective humanity symmetry of country.
6. Desiring and participating people in political system.
7. Assigning occupations according to autarchy and criterion no linked.
8. The regulator techniques of juridical that mostly they are based [10]. It is necessary to say that managing 2 organization of office affairs employment and budget and greeting a new organization called managing and planning,, would be able to make desire to con true. Of course this new organization should consider the items mentioned above.

National security system

One part of development is security. Safety is a first necessity for people and human has been in dangerous of corporal and spiritual in the other word the human always has been in nonentity of security. It isn’t necessary to define and expand the security but its implication in society need to explain. Security is against insecurity quite as lightness against darkness, justice against injustice. Security means personal and environmental calm. Of course more important of calm. Is the feeling of calm, because of may be an out wand of calm but people don’t get a feeling of calm. As a result when we speak about security 16 means feeling of calm. We are going to help to understand by this example. You suppose a person is very hungry. The food has been brought that it hasn't any energy, calorie and energetic or has the least of effect. After eating food he will be full. But he will be hungry soon, so he couldn’t get full feeling in enough time, therefore the food wasn't a good food and full feeling wasn’t really. Another point about security especially national security is that security can be created. And it is governmental political task security must be an obstacle for rejecting the elements of in security more than an aspect of liquidator. This trait is a feature of efficient security system. In this article we don’t follow how we create security; rather, we want to know the vole and effect of national security in development of country. If we imagine the movement and cause of national development like a ship on the water, the water has a culture role with calm and with out flood, it is national security. So for getting more information about national security system design we will mention some important elements on below.

1. Using of scientific ways, develop technology and improvement and research.
3. Considering to communion of people for applying national security system.
4. If it is possible dint use of policing atmosphere for symbol and picture of system.
5. Strategic regarding and general to the security and appoint and define relationship. And tracing and impressing of another systems
6. Legalize and institutionalize the national security system.
7. By correct and effective relation with judicial system and represent precise definition of guilt in different aspects.
8. Regarding and define different dimensions of security: mentally, economy, judicial and sociality.
9. Having a useful inside system and organization.
10. Using of prospect ability and identify the crisis's in future that may be happened for development planning in countries.

Value system

The final discussion, that is sty dying, is value system. Whatever have been created by people in the world (concepts, definitions, things, and etc…) and they have been accepted, it is not perennial and eternal. The authority of human is a relative. A subject may be trusty for somebody, family, society or even for a country, but in overhand may not be trusty for some body, family, society or country. In our Islamic Society in opposite of other countries value system is based on divine system that it has a divine authority [13]. In this system the purpose of creation (specially life and death) has been acclaimed for the doctrines and fundamentals of Islam. These doctrines govern on value system [11].

1. The doctrines governor on Islam value system.
2. Principle of primary in work's quality.
3. Ability of prefer meant and down full for everybody.
4. Regarding to human divine tem permanent.
5. Sublimely porpoise, physically and spiritually welfare.
6. using of rightful devices.
7. Sobriety and mean.
8. Existence of difference in stead of prejudice with pay attention to the capacity.

In this text are going to represent a general picture of development movement that we will explain each part of picture.

RESULTS

According to picture 1, leader and management that they direct the country's movement will move and develop. In culture and in path drawn path by value system and also by usimy of national development pillars (security system, administrator system, education system and researching system) and physical fund a fions. Now we are going to explain easel element in picture 1.
Culture: water is a main rood bed of. Development ship .it is common culture and And represents small Cultures (development culture, dialog culture, and etc,..)

Value system: the value system is the path of national develop movement that leader and management denote it bye regarding to fundamentals, principles and methodology of system

Security system (national security): like wise it sheers waves and obstacles in front of ship and in deed it is a shield for problems in national develop pimento and also in making the feeling of in national security.

Administration system: in ship feeling of safety and nonentity of danger. Responsible authorities design the planning of movement and its quality. In national develop movement after create a calm and security it is possible to fast and smooth movement of bye using of efficient system.

Instruction system: unlike of big small ship and boots move meant, crew of big ships need to necessary instruct. Like wise after create a security and pitch an administration and management system we can educate with an efficient education system.

Research system: research has fundamental role and science and logic are scientific and cultural movement. In movement, national development is in the end of the ship or in place of main edginess.

Leader and immense management:
The leader and immense management of county Handel and control the strategy of movement by using value system, ( movement path ) culture ( road bead ) and efficient designed security systems, administration , executive management educationally and researching .In the final it is necessary to mention that national develop movement in country needs physical foundation that they are telecommunication ( post telephone , internet , … ) transportation ( earthly , rail road , marine , aerial ) and energy oil , gas and electricity in which the body of ship represents those that the government must does specific activities for providing and starting them up by private and governmental sections.
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